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FELIXRest in Peace

PUT TO DEATH BY 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY



Felix was a primate who was 
imprisoned inside Oxford University 
for a year and was subjected to horrific 
experiments before being put to death 
by those that had tormented him. 

His tormentors had given him the name ‘Felix’ 
which in Latin means happy. It is a sick ‘in joke’ 
by Oxford University vivisectors, who no doubt 
found it amusing to call him such a perverse 
name, considering the pain and suffering that 
Felix was about to be forced to endure.

For a year Felix was held alone in a cage, a 
cage he could barely move around in. Felix was 
kept apart from his kin and was ‘conditioned’, 
using food rewards by his tormentors to do a 
series of tests. Conditioned means they starved 
him and only gave him food if he complied with 
their wishes.

Felix’s final few 
months would have 
been filled with 
pain, torment, and 
much suffering. 
Felix had the top 
of his skull sliced 
off and electrodes 
were forced into his 
brain.

Felix was then fitted with a cranial chamber (a 
box like contraption that sits on top of the skull). 
His pain must have been unbearable but he 
had no one to comfort him. Just a barren cage 
surrounded him. There was no kin to cuddle up 
to, to ease his pain. He was alone until the day 
his torturers had finished with him; the day they 
put him to death.

Oxford University have the audacity to label 
themselves as an institution of ‘academic 
excellence’! However, the reality is that the 
life Felix was forced to endure has nothing to 
do with ‘academia’, but everything to do with 
arrogance; an arrogance of individuals who hold 
life so cheap, that they can dictate not just how 
and when to end a sentient life, but how much 
suffering they can and will inflict upon that life.

Help us to help the thousands of other animals like Felix currently 
suffering inside Oxford University

Felix in his ‘chair’ awaits his 
daily torment
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Please send me more information

I enclose a donation of £ ............................. to help 
the campaign.

Name ........................................................................

Address ....................................................................

..................................................................................

..................................................................................

................................. Tel ..........................................

Email ........................................................................
Please complete and return to the address on 
the left.


